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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
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4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
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Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

x 1 x 4

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
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unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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Play BEFORE rolling.
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TACKLing BOOST

expert timing

 Add 3 to a tackling roll

OR add 1 to any other roll.

Play BEFORE rolling.

+3
or +1

versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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versus bonus. He will also reduce the number of oppo-
sition attacks by 2 (1 from the player bonus and 1 from 
the versus bonus). The away team gets 6 attacks and 5 
boosts from their player bonus, nothing from the 
versus bonus.

Home Team: Sit Deep with 3 specialists.
Attacks: 4 + 1 = 5
Boost Cards: 3 + 1 = 4

Away Team: Possession with 4 specialists.
Attacks: 6 – 2 (from opposition oppo.) = 4
Boost Cards: 5 + 0 = 5

There are additional bene�ts based on what tactic 
your opposition plays (see the ‘versus bonus’ part of 
the tactic cards). 
If I have chosen the Fluid tactic and the opposition has 
chosen to play the Direct tactic then I gain an addition-
al 1 boost card making a total of 6 attacks and 5 boost 
cards.

Example B: The home manager chooses the Sit Deep 
tactic with 3 specialists and the away manager choos-
es the Possession tactic with 4 specialists. The home 
team gets 4 attacks and 3 boosts from the player 
bonus plus an additional 1 attack and 1 boost from the 

Each tactic has di�erent bene�ts depending on how 
many players in your starting line up are specialists in 
that tactic (player bonus). The players’ specialities are 
indicated by the coloured icons on the player cards. 
See example A.

The tables on the tactics cards tell you how many 
attack events you get, how many boost cards you take 
and if you remove any opposition attacks (oppo.) 
See example B.

Example A: If you select a �uid tactic and have 4 play-
ers in your starting line up that show the �uid tactic 
symbol (specialists) you would get 6 attacks and 4 
boost cards. 

FULL MATCH: THE DRAFT
Deal out 13 out�eld players and 3 goalkeepers (players 
with the glove icon        ) as the draft pool. 
Place the player cards face up on the table for the man-
agers to inspect (it may help to put them in value order 
looking at the number in the bottom right of the cards 
from highest to lowest)
The home manager will pick �rst, managers take it in 
turns to pick a player until they have a full squad of 8 
players. Note: You can pick a maximum of two goal-
keepers. You should aim to pick a balanced side look-
ing to �nd not only the best players but players who 
have similar tactic specialities. Once picked, players 
should still be visible to opposition managers.

TACTICS
Each manager takes a set of the 6 di�erent tactic cards. 
Both managers will choose one and place their chosen 
tactic face down on the table and turn them over 
together. The tactics are chosen before selecting 5 
players from your squad of 8 to be in the starting line 
up. 
 

  
                  

Shooting 6 + roll 8 = 14       Goalkeeping 8 + roll 3 = 11
            
In the above example Anderson Cruz Da Costa scores a 
great goal past Gert Hofmann. When a goal is scored 
move a counter up the score tracker.
If the totals are equal or the goalkeeper has a higher 
total then the goalkeeper saves and the attack is over.
Continue drawing the event cards. Remember the 
attacking team rolls the white dice, the defending 
team rolls the red dice. Play through each of the 
attacks to complete your �rst half of FASISAC.
Once you are familiar with the basics of playing match-
es let’s look at drafting and tactics and play a full 
match.

               

Skill 9 + roll 9 = 18   Tackling 7 + roll 10 = 17
          
In the above example the attacking player gets a total 
of 18 and the defending player gets a total of 17 so the 
attacker beats the defender and will go on to have a 
shot on goal.
When totals are equal or the defender has a higher 
total the defender tackles and the attack is over. 

SHOOTING
When an attacking player has beaten a defender the 
same player now gets to shoot on goal. He will go up 
against the opposition goalkeeper using his shooting 
value against the goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value.
Both managers now roll a d12 and add this to their 
player’s respective values.

ing team rolls the red dice to see which of their players 
defends.

Note: The white and red dice have di�erent faces, it is 
important that you roll the correct dice.
Example: The home team is attacking and rolls the 
white dice. It shows ‘S’ so their player in the striker posi-
tion: Anderson Cruz Da Costa will be attacking. The 
defending team rolls ‘ML’ so their mid�eld left player 
Ragip Asik will defend the attack.
   
HEAD TO HEAD                  
The players now go head to head. For each attack the 
attacking player uses his skill value against the defend-
er’s tackling value. Both managers roll a d12 and add 
this to their players’ respective values.

Now take 5 home attack event cards and 5 away attack 
event cards.

Shu�e these together and place them face down in 
the centre of the table along with the score board. 

        

Kick Off!
Turn over an event card to see which team will attack 
�rst. The other team will be defending.
The attacking team manager will now roll the white 
dice to see which of their players attacks. The defend-

Pre Match:
Roll a d12 each. The highest score is the home team 
manager. The other manager controls the away team. 
Shu�e the player cards and deal 1 keeper player card 
(cards with a glove icon)  and 4 out�eld player cards for 
each team. 

Lay the players out on the table in the following posi-
tions: Goalkeeper (GK), Defender (D), Mid�eld Left 
(ML), Mid�eld Right (MR) and Striker (S).  
         
          Home Team         Away team
         

FASISAC
Five-A-Side International Soccer Association 

Championships

FASISAC is a card and dice game simulating matches of 
�ve-a-side football. Each match is between two people 
who take on the role of managers of �ve-a-side foot-
ball* teams. 

In your role as manager you will need to draft a 
balanced squad of 8 players. Then you will need to 
outwit your opponent by choosing a tactic and start-
ing line up. This will result in a number of attacks and 
boost cards for your team. Next it’s game time, roll the 
dice and use boost cards to see if your players can beat 
their opponents to score.
Bring the squad together at half time when you can 
change your tactics and make substitutions. Finally 
play out the second half, rolling and boosting your 
team to victory.   

*Also known as soccer. These laws of the game will use 
a mix of both soccer and football. 

Introduction to Game Play

A full FASISAC match has 5 phases: 

1) Draft a squad of 8 players
2) Choose one of 6 tactics 
3)  Choose 5 starting players 
4) Play out the �rst half turning over events,   
 rolling  dice and using boost cards
5) At half time managers can change their tactic  
 and player line up if they wish then play out  
 the second half

The winner is the team who scores the most goals.

Quick Start Training Match
This quick start training match will skip the draft and 
tactics phases to give you a feel for playing matches. 
Once you are familiar with the basic match engine you 
will be ready to play a full match with drafting, tactics 
and boost cards.

Both managers play their tactic cards face down and 
then turn them over together before putting 5 of their 
squad into their starting line up.
Take the relevant number of home and away attacks 
as referenced on the tactic cards, shu�e these 
together and place them face down on the table. This 
makes up the event deck for the �rst half.

BOOST CARDS
Boost cards are used to in�uence the match and using 
them well can be the di�erence between glory and 
defeat. There are two types of boost card, both are 
played face up on the table.

Attribute Boosts: Played in head to heads before 
rolling the d12s. Skill boost cards boost a player’s skill 
value, tackling boost cards boost tackling etc. They 
can also be used as a more minor boost for any attri-
bute. 

There is no set order to playing boosts so if the home 
manager chooses to play a skill boost the away man-
ager can react and play a tackling boost. You cannot 
‘double up’ i.e. you can’t play two shooting boosts in 
one head to head. 

Reroll Boosts: These are played immediately after an 
unsatisfactory roll. Though there is no o�cial time 
limit these should be ready to play and not a drawn 
out decision point after the dice rolls. 
You can play a reroll in the same head to head as an 
attribute boost. E,g a reroll after a skill boost but you 
cannot reroll a reroll.
All unused boost cards are carried over into the 
second half.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time managers can change their tactic. These 
are played face down and turned over together as in 
the �rst half. Once tactics are revealed managers can 
change their lineup. Attacks and boosts are deter-
mined in the same way as the �rst half by referencing 
the new tactic cards. 

At the end of the game the winner is the team with the 
most goals! If both teams are level it’s a draw or if you 
need a result see the optional rules for resolving a 
draw with penalties.

OPTIONAL RULES
Penalties
If a match ends in a draw and you want to have a 
winner the match goes to penalties. Select 3 players 
each to go straight to shooting against the opposition 
goalkeeper’s goalkeeping value. If scores are level 
penalties go to sudden death taking an extra penalty 
each until there is a winner.

3 or 4 manager tournament
Deal a draft pool of 4 goalkeepers and 20 out�eld play-
ers for a 3 team tournament and deal out all the cards 
for a 4 team tournament. 
Draft the players using either a snake draft or an 
auction draft. 
Snake Draft: If there are 4 managers A,B,C and D then 
they choose players for their squads in a snake e.g. 
A,B,C,D - D,C,B,A - A,B,C,D etc.
Auction Draft: Managers each start with 1,000k. They 
take it in turns to put a player forward for draft and an 
amount they are willing to pay, other managers can 
then outbid this amount until there are no further 
bids. 
All the managers play a match against each other with 
3 points awarded for a win and 1 point for a draw. If 

points are level then the team who scored the most  
goals in the tournament is the winner.

Game Variant: Rush Keepers (4-a-side)
No-one want to go in goal? Rush keeper it is. A more 
chaotic, high scoring version of FASISAC.
Pick a starting line up of 4 players with no goalkeep-
ers. Play as normal but whenever there is a shot the 
defending team manager rolls the red defender select 
dice again to see which player ‘rushes’ back to be in 
goal.  

QUICK TIP - TACTICS
The six tactics can be grouped into pairs.
Possession and Fluid are technical tactics.
High Press and Direct are intense tactics.
Sit Deep and Counter are reactive tactics.

As a general rule:
Technical tactics are good against intense tactics. 
Intense tactics are good against reactive tactics.
Reactive tactics are good against technical tactics. 

For an in depth guide to the tactics and instructions 
for solo play go to fasisac.com 
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